
2018 Parent Information for Regional Track & Field 
 
For those new to Regionals, make sure to bring a chair or blanket, food, drink, hat, sunscreen, 
raincoat, and most importantly A SENSE OF HUMOUR. 
 
It can be a long 2 days for everyone, so be prepared. It will only be cancelled in the event of 
lightning, so if it's raining, still turn up.  
 
Parking is easiest if you enter the parkland from Naranga Crescent, which is off Karingal Drive. Find 
our centre tent, we hope to be at the top of the 100m straight. When you arrive, sign in with one of 
the Team Managers and collect your child's chest patch.  
 
You should aim to arrive at least 1 hour before the start of your child's first event. They'll need to 
warm up and be at the call room between 20-30 minutes before the scheduled start time. Make sure 
they have the correct uniform - MLAC top with a Little Aths Victoria logo, a red Coles Jetstar patch, 
and PLAIN black shorts. If wearing skins, they need to be flesh coloured or black with no logos 
visible. 

 
Please check the duty roster carefully, and be in place at least 15 minutes before the start of the 
event or block (except those on the first duty of the day, you need to be ready 30 minutes before the 
start). Sign in with one of the Team Managers at our tent: Sue Cook on Saturday and Julie Burton on 
Sunday, and collect your badge and hi-vis vest. These need to be returned to the Team Manager, or 
passed on to another Mornington LAC parent when they come to relieve you. Please be prompt in 
relieving other parents, everyone wants the opportunity to watch their kids compete. We have done 
the best we can with this roster to ensure you are either officiating at an event your child is 
competing in, or just before or just after your child's events.  
 
We have several parents in Key Official roles, they are: 
Competition Coordinator/ Meet Manager - Mark Henry 
Jury Convenor – Sharyn Welsh, Paul Davies & Jodie Fischer 
Computer Assistant – Beck Constantinou. 
Thank you to these parents for the amount of time you are putting in over the weekend. Thanks also 
to all our parents for completing your general duty. The weekend wouldn’t work without your help. 
 
Good luck to all our athletes this weekend. Those who are lucky enough to win an event 
automatically qualify for States. Others may progress to States based on times and distances. This 
list will be published towards the end of next week.  
 


